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Abstract—The procedures commonly used to evaluate the
performance of objective quality metrics rely on ground truth
mean opinion scores and associated confidence intervals, which
are usually obtained via direct scaling methods. However, indirect
scaling methods, such as the paired comparison method, can
also be used to collect ground truth preference scores. Indirect
scaling methods have a higher discriminatory power and are
gaining popularity, for example in crowdsourcing evaluations. In
this paper, we present how the classification errors, an existing
analysis tool, can also be used with subjective preference scores.
Additionally, we propose a new analysis tool based on the receiver
operating characteristic analysis. This tool can be used to further
assess the performance of objective metrics based on ground
truth preference scores. We provide a MATLAB script with an
implementation of the proposed tools and we show one example
of application of the proposed tools.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The most important step in the development process of
an objective quality metric is its verification with regards
to subjective data. Indeed, it is essential to verify that the
model can reliably and accurately predict perceived visual
quality. This verification process is essential to assess the
performance of an objective quality metric, to determine its
scope of validity, and to compare its performance against other
metrics. For this purpose, ground truth subjective quality scores
obtained via subjective visual quality experiments are used.
In the classical performance evaluation framework for objective metrics [1], a regression is first fitted to map the metric
scores to the mean opinion scores (MOSs). Then, different
performance indexes are computed to evaluate the metric’s
performance. In particular, the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients, root-mean-square error, and outlier ratio are
computed to estimate the linearity, monotonicity, accuracy, and
consistency of the metric’s estimation of MOS, respectively.
Finally, to compare the performance of two metrics, their
performance index values are compared using statistical tests.
Because of the classical performance evaluation procedure,
almost all public image and video databases for quality assessment [2] were obtained using a test method that consists of
a direct scaling of the stimuli, e.g., the ACR/SS, DCR/DSIS,
or DSCQS test methods [3], [4] to obtain MOS (of differential MOS). Reciprocally, most performance evaluations of
objective quality metrics, such as the studies from Sheikh
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et al. [5] for image quality assessment and the study from
Seshadrinathan et al. [6] for video quality assessment, rely on
ground truth MOS.
Despite the popularity of direct scaling methods, indirect
scaling methods, e.g., the paired comparison (PC), have a
higher discriminatory power, which is of particular value when
visual differences between stimuli are small. Additionally,
indirect scaling methods are also sometimes preferred since it
is easier for subjects to select which image or video has better
quality in a pair rather than to relate the quality of an image
or a video to a particular quality level on a given scale. This
is the reason why indirect scaling methods are preferred for
some applications, e.g., the evaluation of rendering algorithms
or scalable video coding algorithms. In summary, indirect
scaling is more natural and requires little to no training while
providing more reliable results, which is particularly beneficial
for crowdsourcing evaluations for example.
There are very few databases for quality assessment that
were obtained using the PC method. The major exceptions
are the TID2008 [7] and TID2013 [8] databases, which were
created using a test methodology derived from the PC method.
However, the subjective scores provided in the TID databases
still consist of MOS, which were derived from the different
comparisons. Another exception is the EPFL scalable video
database [9], which was created using both the PC method by
considering all possible pairs and the more standard SSCQS
method. Despite that both PC and MOS values are provided
in the EPFL database, most papers that use this database to
benchmark objective metrics only use the MOS values. The
only exception is the work from Demirtas et al. [10], where
the PC scores were converted to MOS-like scores using the
Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model [11], [12]. To evaluate the
metrics performance, the authors considered three test images,
each created from the same reference image using the same
distortion, and checked whether the ranking of these images
was the same based on the metric scores as on the BTL scores.
Another approach was used in [13] and [14], where the
PC method was used to evaluate the quality of high dynamic
range image and video content, respectively. The PC scores
were first converted to MOS-like scores using the Thurstone
Case V model [15], which is a precursor of the BTL model.
Then, the Thurstone scores were converted to the range [1, 5]
by mapping the lowest and highest quality score values to 1
and 5, respectively, based on the fact that the lower and upper
bit rates were selected to be representative of the lowest and
best quality. Finally, a classical performance evaluation was
performed considering the Thurstone scores as MOSs.

The major problem is that the Thurstone and BTL models
provide relative scores only for stimuli that have been directly
compared. Even if there are ways to infer scores from indirect
comparisons, i.e., to estimate MOS-like scores from incomplete PC designs, it is not meaningful to compare different
image or video contents to avoid the problem of mapping BTL
scores of different contents to a common scale. Apart from the
comparisons between contents, some comparisons within content but between different cases, e.g., algorithms or resolution,
are also not meaningful. Therefore, instead of converting preference scores to MOS-like scores using the Thurstone or BTL
models, in this paper, we propose to use alternative procedures
that can be applied directly on the subjective preference scores.
In particular, we propose to first classify the pairs into two
categories based on the outcome of the subjective evaluation:
pairs with significant differences and pairs without significant
differences. To test the significance of preference scores,
several tests can be applied, such as the Barnard’s test [16] or
the binomial test. Then, the frequencies of classification errors
can be computed according to recommendation ITU-T J.149
[17] by varying a threshold on the objective scores while
comparing the outcome of the metric’s classification to that
of the subjective evaluation. Even though the procedure was
originally proposed for subjective scores collected via direct
scaling methods, it can also be applied for indirect scaling
methods since it only considers the output of a comparison
between two stimuli. We suggest a statistical test that can
be used to compare the classification errors of two metrics.
Additionally, we present a new analysis tool inspired from
the classification errors and receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analyses. The proposed analysis tool considers only two
classes, instead of three in the classification errors analysis,
as the ROC analysis was designed for binary classification
systems. Similarly to the classification errors analysis, a threshold on the objective scores is varied while recording the true
positive and false positive rates. To have a better understanding
at the metric’s performance in the different situations, we
suggest performing three separate ROC analyses to consider all
meaningful cases. To compare the ROC curves of two metrics,
we suggest comparing the area under the curve (AUC) of
the corresponding ROC curves. We use a common statistical
test to compare the AUC values of two metrics. We believe
that the classification errors and proposed ROC analyses provide a meaningful way to benchmark objective metrics from
preference scores, without the need to convert them to MOSlike values. A MATLAB script to easily apply the proposed
analysis tools can be downloaded via the following DOI link:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.50493
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Different possible analysis tools to evaluate objective metrics from
PC data are described in Sec. II. An example of application of
the analysis tools is presented in Sec. III. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Sec. IV.
II.

A NALYSIS T OOLS

First, a statistical test is applied to the subjective preference
scores collected from the different observers to classify the
stimuli into pairs with and without significant differences.
Then, the classification errors and proposed ROC analyses are
performed. Finally, statistical tests are applied to test for the
significance of the difference between two metrics.

Table I: Classification errors.
Objective
A>B
A=B
A<B

Subjective
A>B
Correct Decision
False Tie
False Ranking

A=B
False Differentiation
Correct Decision
False Differentiation

A<B
False Ranking
False Tie
Correct Decision

A. Analysis of Subjective Preference Scores
The individual preference scores collected using the PC [4]
or stimulus comparison [3] method first need to be processed
to determine whether the preference for one stimulus over the
other is statistically significant. First, the subjective preference
scores need to be arranged in only two classes, which is
straightforward if a binary scale is used. If a ternary scale
is used, then the ties can be split equally between the two
preference options. For other scales, such as the comparison
scale (Much worse, Worse, Slightly worse, The same, Slightly
better, Better, and Much better), weights can be associated
with the different labels. For example, a count of 0.5, 1, and
1.5 could be added to the corresponding preference option
for Slightly better/Slightly worse, Better/Worse, and Much
better/Much worse, respectively, whereas a count of 0.5 could
be added to both preference options for The same.
This data roughly follows a Bernoulli process B(N, p),
where N is the sum of all individual counts and p is the
probability of success in a Bernoulli trial, which is set to 0.5,
considering that, a priori, both options have the same chance of
success. The binomial cumulative distribution function is then
used to determine the critical region for the statistical test.
Other statistical tests, e.g., the Barnard’s test [16], can also
be used to determine whether preference for one stimulus
over the other is statistically significant. The Barnard’s test
is a statistical significance test of the null hypothesis of
independence of rows and columns in a 2 × 2 contingency
table. Thus, this statistical test can also be used to test whether
the preference probability is statistically significantly different
from 0.5.
B. Classification Errors
In recommendation ITU-T J.149 [17], it is suggested to
compute the classification errors to evaluate the performance
of an objective metric. A classification error is performed when
the objective metric and subjective evaluation lead to different
conclusions on a pair of stimuli, A and B, for example. Three
types of error can happen (see Table I)
1) False Tie, the least offensive error, which occurs when
the subjective evaluation says that A and B are different,
whereas the objective scores say that they are identical,
2) False Differentiation, which occurs when the subjective
evaluation says that A and B are identical, whereas the
objective scores say that they are different,
3) False Ranking, the most offensive error, which occurs
when the subjective evaluation says that A (B) is better
than B (A), whereas the objective scores say the opposite.
The percentage of Correct Decision, False Tie, False Differentiation, and False Ranking are recorded from all possible
distinct pairs as a function of the difference in the metric
values, ∆OM .

As ∆OM increases, more pairs of data points are considered as equivalent by the objective metric. This reduces the
occurrences of False Differentiations and False Rankings, but
increases the occurrence of False Ties. On the other hand, as
∆OM tends towards 0, the occurrence of False Tie will tend
towards 0, while the occurrence of False Differentiation will
tend towards the proportion of pairs of data points where there
was not enough evidence to show a statistical difference in the
subjective evaluation.
The relative frequencies are plotted as a function of the
significance threshold ∆OM . Ideally, the occurrence of Correct Decision should be maximized and the occurrence of
False Ranking should be minimized when the ∆OM tends
towards 0. The occurrences of False Differentiations and
False Rankings should decrease as fast as possible as ∆OM
increases. Based on this, different graphs corresponding to
different metrics can be compared to determine the best metric
for the application under analysis.
Since comparing numbers is easier than comparing graphs,
let us consider two important cases. The first case is when
∆OM = 0, i.e., when any increase (decrease) in the metric’s
score is assumed to lead to a visible increase (decrease) in
visual quality. Even though it is not reasonable to assume
that any change in objective score leads to a visible difference
in visual quality, this is unfortunately how many people use
objective metrics. Indeed, it is quite common to see scientific
papers claiming better performance for a particular algorithm
for gains as low as 0.1dB in PSNR. Thus, by studying the
classification errors of the objective metric for ∆OM = 0,
we know how many False Differentiation errors are made in
this case. The other important case is for the ∆OM value
that maximizes the Correct Decision frequency. This point
indicates the highest percentage of agreement between the
objective metric and the subjective test and can be used to
determine a threshold on the metric score difference.
C. Significance of the Difference between Correct Decisions
We suggest to use a statistical test to compare the best
Correct Decision rates of two different metrics. Note that the
same statistical test can also be applied to compare Correct
Decision rates corresponding to other ∆OM values than
the ones that maximize the Correct Decision rates, e.g., for
∆OM = 0, or to compare Correct Decision rates of the
same metric but for two different values of ∆OM . Also, the
same statistical test can be applied for the False Tie, False
Differentiation, and False Ranking.
There is a number of statistical tests applicable for binomial variables comparison described in the literature. They
are based on different assumptions and can provide different powers under certain circumstances. Suitable methods
include Chernoff bound [18] and Pinsker’s inequality [19].
Fisher’s [20] and Barnard’s [16] exact tests can be used as well.
The comparison of these techniques would require a separate
study and exceeds the scope of this paper.
Here, we use the same test as the one suggested in [1]
for testing the significance of the difference between two
OR values. The Correct Decision (CD) follows a binomial
distribution
with mean p = CD and standard deviation
q
p(1−p)
σp =
, where N is the total number of pairs.
N

To determine whether the difference between two Correct
Decision values corresponding to two different objective metrics is statistically significant, a two-sample statistical test is
performed. The null hypothesis under test is that there is no
significant difference between Correct Decision values, against
the alternative hypothesis that the difference is significant,
although not specifying better or worse.
If the sample size is large (N ≥ 30), then the distribution
of differences of proportions from two binomially distributed
populations can be approximated by a normal distribution
according to the central limit theorem. The observed value
zobs computed from the observations
for each comparison is
q
p1 −p2
2
zobs = σp −p with σp1 −p2 = p(1 − p) N2 and p = p1 +p
2
1
2
because the null hypothesis in this case considers that there is
no difference between the population parameters p1 and p2 . If
the observed value zobs is inside the critical region determined
by the 95% two-tailed z-value, then the null hypothesis is
rejected at a 5% significance level.
D. Receiver Operating Characteristic
The ROC curve illustrates the performance of a binary
classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied.
However, when comparing a pair of stimuli, A and B, there
are three possible outcomes: A < B, A = B, or A > B.
Hence, the outcome of the comparison is ternary and a direct
ROC analysis cannot be performed. Therefore, we suggest
performing three separate ROC analyses where only binary
classification is considered
1) Different/Similar ROC Analysis: this analysis illustrates
the ability of the metric to discriminate between significant and not significant visual quality differences in a pair
of stimuli. In this case, all data points are considered.
2) Better/Worse ROC Analysis: this analysis illustrates the
ability of the metric to determine which stimulus in a
pair has the best visual quality. In this case, only data
points corresponding to pairs with significant difference
are considered.
3) Better/Equal-Worse ROC Analysis: this analysis illustrates the ability of the metric to determine whether stimulus A has similar or worse visual quality than stimulus B
or if it has significantly better visual quality than stimulus
B. In this case, all data points are considered.
Figure 1 illustrates the procedure. First, the dataset is split
into pairs with and without significant differences in terms
of visual quality based on the pair comparison test. Then,
different classes, namely, A = B, A 6= B, A < B, A > B,
and A ≤ B are formed. For each ROC analysis, the histogram
of the two corresponding classes is constructed as a function of
the metric difference ∆OM between the two stimuli. Note that
for the Different/Similar ROC Analysis, the absolute metric
difference is used. For the two other ROC analyses, the data
is repeated to have both AB and BA pairs. The discrimination
threshold is set on ∆OM and varied while recording the true
positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR). Finally, the
ROC curve is built by plotting TPR as a function of FPR.
Note that this analysis tool can also be used with ground
truth MOS scores, as illustrated in [21].

Dataset!

Pair Comparison!

A = B!

A ≠ B!

Objective evaluation!

Pairs without
significant
differences!

Pairs with
significant
differences!

A ≤ B!

A > B!

A < B!

Objective evaluation!

A > B!

Objective evaluation!

Figure 1: ROC analysis: creation of the different classes.

Table II: ROC analysis properties.
ROC Analysis
Different/Similar
Better/Worse
Better/Equal-Worse

H0
A=B
A<B
A≤B

H1
A 6= B
A>B
A>B

TPR=FPR=1
|∆OM | = 0
∆OM → −∞
∆OM → −∞

TPR=FPR=0
|∆OM | → +∞
∆OM → +∞
∆OM → +∞

The ROC curves can be compared visually to determine
which metric performs better, considering that the point in
the top left corner of the ROC space corresponds to a perfect
classification. A completely random guess would give a point
along the diagonal line from the bottom left to the top right
corners. The top right and bottom left corners correspond to
the smallest and largest ∆OM values, respectively, as specified
in Table II. Note that the TPRs for ∆OM = 0 are the same
for the Better/Worse and Better/Equal-Worse ROC analyses,
as they have the same class for the alternative hypothesis.
However, for ∆OM = 0, the FPR of the Better/Equal-Worse
ROC analysis is greater than or equal to the FPR of the
Better/Worse ROC analysis, as the class for the null hypothesis
of the Better/Equal-Worse ROC analysis also contains the data
corresponding to pairs without significant differences. Note
also that the Better/Worse ROC curve is symmetric about the
diagonal line from the bottom right to the top left corners, as
the two classes are symmetric about ∆OM = 0 since both
AB and BA pairs are considered. The Better/Equal-Worse
ROC analysis relies on both abilities to discriminate between
significant and not significant visual quality differences in a
pair of stimuli and to determine which stimulus in a pair has
the best visual quality for pairs with significant visual quality
differences. Therefore, the Better/Equal-Worse ROC curve
typically lies between the Different/Similar and Better/Worse

ROC curves. If the three curves are well separated, then the
metric is better at discriminating between significant and not
significant visual quality differences than at determining which
stimulus has the best visual quality (or the other way around,
depending on which ROC curve lies above the other ones).
Even though the ROC curve provides a lot of information, it is easier to compare a simple number that represents
some characteristics of the ROC curve. A commonly used
performance indicator is the area under the curve (AUC).
The AUC value is between 0 and 1; the higher the better.
Therefore, it is possible to compare metrics by comparing their
AUC values. Another important indicator is the percentage of
correct classification, i.e., the accuracy, for ∆OM = 0 for the
Better/Worse ROC analysis. Indeed, a metric can have higher
AUC, but lower correct classification, as discussed in [21].
E. Significance of the Difference between Areas Under the
Curve
Various tests to determine the significance of the difference
between two AUC values have been proposed. The methods
can be parametric [22] or non-parametric [23]. More recently,
techniques based on bootstrap have been proposed as well [24].
Similarly to Sec. II-C, comparison of the different approaches
exceeds the scope of this paper. Most statistical toolboxes and
packages implement several methods for both paired and unpaired ROC curves. In our example, we use the popular method
proposed by DeLong et al. [23]. The provided MATLAB script
includes the fast implementation of the DeLong’s algorithm
proposed in [25], as well as the parametric test proposed by
Hanley and McNeil [22].

Figure 2: Frequencies of classification error. The dashed lines indicate the ∆OM value that maximizes the Correct Decision.

Figure 3: ROC analysis. The dashed lines indicate the TPR and FPR values for ∆OM = 0.
III.

E XAMPLE

In this section, we show one example of application of
the proposed analysis tools. For this purpose, we used a
dataset of 5 high dynamic range (HDR) video sequences,
which were encoded at 4 bit rates with HEVC HDR Profile
and 9 algorithms in competitions submitted in response to the
MPEG Call for Evidence on HDR video coding [26]. The
subjective evaluations were conducted on a full HD 42” Dolby
Research HDR RGB backlight dual modulation display (aka
Pulsar). Two video sequences were presented simultaneously
in side-by-side fashion. One of the two video sequences was
always the HEVC anchor. The other video sequence was the
proponent to be evaluated, at the same (targeted) bit rate as the
anchor. Subjects were asked to judge which video sequence
in a pair (‘left’ or ‘right’) has the best overall quality. The
option ‘same’ was also included to avoid random preference
selections. In total, 176 paired comparisons were evaluated by
24 subjects. To discriminate between pairs with and without
significant differences, a binomial test was performed at 5%
significance level. Different objective metrics were computed
in the linear and PQ-TF domains. Please refer to [26] for more
details.
Figure 2 depicts the classification errors for HDR-VDP2, PSNR-DE1000, and PQ2MS-SSIM. Table III reports the
classification errors for the ∆OM value that maximizes the
Correct Decision frequency. As it can be observed, HDR-VDP-

Table III: Classification errors for the ∆OM value that maximizes the Correct Decision frequency.
Metric
HDR-VDP-2
PSNR-DE1000
PQ2MS-SSIM

Correct
Decision (%)
69.9
70.5
59.1

False
Tie (%)
27.8
17.6
30.1

False
Differentiation (%)
2.3
9.7
8.0

False
Ranking (%)
0.0
2.3
2.8

2 and PSNR-DE1000 achieve significantly higher Correct Decision frequency than PQ2MS-SSIM (p < 0.05). At the ∆OM
value that maximizes the Correct Decision frequency, the
difference between the Correct Decision rates of HDR-VDP-2
and PSNR-DE1000 is not significant. However, HDR-VDP-2
can achieve significantly lower False Ranking (p < 0.05) and
False Differentiation (p < 0.005) errors than PSNR-DE1000,
but at the expense of significantly higher False Tie errors
(p < 0.05), which is however the least offensive error.
Figure 3 depicts the ROC curves for HDR-VDP-2, PSNRDE1000, and PQ2MS-SSIM. Table IV reports the AUC values
for the different ROC analyses. As it can be observed, HDRVDP-2 and PSNR-DE1000 are better at determining which
video in a pair has the best visual quality for pairs with
significant visible differences than at discriminating between
significant and not significant visual quality differences. On
the other hand, PQ2MS-SSIM performs about the same in
any case, as the three curves are close to each other, and its

Table IV: AUC values for the different ROC analyses.
Metric
HDR-VDP-2
PSNR-DE1000
PQ2MS-SSIM

Different/Similar
0.6864
0.7642
0.5941

Better/Worse
0.9338
0.9104
0.6449

Better/Equal-Worse
0.8282
0.8291
0.5934

performance is closer to random, as the curves are closer to the
diagonal. From the statistical tests on the AUC values, there
is no significant difference between HDR-VDP-2 and PSNRDE1000 for any of the three ROC analyses. However, HDRVDP-2 and PSNR-DE1000 significantly outperform PQ2MSSSIM based on the statistical tests applied on the AUC values
for the Better/Equal-Worse and Better/Worse ROC analyses
(p < 0.001), while only PSNR-DE1000 significantly outperform PQ2MS-SSIM for the Different/Similar ROC analysis
(p < 0.005).
From the above analysis, it can be concluded that PSNRDE1000 is a good alternative to HDR-VDP-2, which is much
more computationally expensive. On the other hand, the MSSSIM metric computed in the PQ-TF domain performs significantly lower. This example shows how the proposed analysis
tools can be applied to evaluate the performance of objective
metrics and to compare the performance of two metrics.
IV.

C ONCLUSION

Although the PC method is very popular for its discriminatory power, the subjective results of such experiments are
rarely used for benchmarking objective metrics since they
do not provide MOS-like scores, as required by the standard
correlation based performance measures. In this paper, we have
presented different analysis tools to evaluate and compare the
performance of objective metrics from ground truth preference
scores. These tools enable to directly use the results obtained
in PC experiments for the benchmarking of objective metrics. In particular, the new analysis tool is based upon the
ROC analysis and provides more insights about the metric
performance and behavior. Furthermore, we suggested some
statistical tests to measure the significance of the difference
between two metrics for the analysis tools presented in this
paper. We presented one real life example of application of
these statistical tools based on a MATLAB script that we
have made publicly available to promote the benchmarking
of objective metrics from PC data.
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